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This block turns around ALP's wish of  seeing the rehabilitation of 
her husband, counterbalancing thus the gossips and slanders that 
had been hurled against him in the previous lines.

623.03:  Enough of that horner corner! And old mutther-
623.04:  goosip! 

The obvious reference to the nursery rhyme “Little Jack Horner” 
(horner corner) is intended to show not what a devil (horns  Italian →
“corna”   ← corner) but how sweet and how good HCE is :

He put in his thumb, 
And pulled out a plum, 
And said, “What a good boy am I!”

In order to compensate the injuries done to his reputation she 
suggests they meet the “Old Lord”

623.04:  We might call on the Old Lord, what do you say? There's
623.05:  something tells me.  He is a fine sport. Like the score and a moighty
623.06:  went before him. And a proper old promnentory.

Such a term, no matter how generic, seems to point to a prominent 
(promnentory) “institutional Figure”, the “score and a moighty”, namely 
“20 + 10”, hinting possibly at the thirty dynasties of Ancient Egypt 
which are recorded/remembered (mnento → memento) in Manetho's 
(mnento) king-list. Add to it ALP's Prankquean-like appeal to him, 
[623.14-15] plus the “ promnentory  promontory” recalling Howth →
and it is highly plausible that the figure be that of the Lord of Howth
(  Jarl Van Hoother), symbol of kingship and political Authority.→
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623.06:  His door
623.07:  always open. For a newera's day. Much as your own is. 

ALP is confident of the Lord's generosity (His door always open) -- 
perhaps remembering the gospel's saying “knock and the door will 
be opened to you” (Mt 7.7) -- always ready to accord a new 
beginning (a newera's day); which, I think, is referred to HCE's new 
start: “Much as your own is” pointing to the “new era”, not to the Lord's 
door, as a cursory glimpse might suggest. Of course “newera” hides a 
lot of  tricky allusions: the Serbo-Croatian “nevera” (treachery, 
infidelity, unfaithfulness ) and the Bridge of Evora, where a bloody 
battle was fought, in which Armoricus Tristram (  Howth) played a →
decisive role:

“a desperate battle was fought at "The Bridge of Evora," which crossed the small river, 
called "The Bloody Stream," flowing into the sea near the railway station, and, after heavy 
losses on both sides, the natives were completely defeated. This battle having been fought 
on 10th August (Feast of St. Laurence, the Spaniard), the Tristram family, in commemora-
tion of the event, thereafter assumed the name of St. Lawrence. ” Joyce, Weston St. John 

But “newera's day”could also ironically point to a day that shall 
“never” come.

623.08: You invoiced him last Eatster so he ought to give us hockockles and
623.09:  everything.

This is probably the most cryptic part of the whole passage, 
especially for what concerns the puzzling “invoiced”. The obvious 
reference to Easter and the last supper (last Eatster ) turns, 
disrespectfully, the Earl into God and HCE into Christ.  The “invoice” 
is a sort of “cahier de doléances” where HCE wrote down the lists of 
grievances (  the items of an invoice) regarding the bitter pills  he →
had to gulp down (  →Eatster  Eats + ter  thrice Eater  the big → → →
Eater), the Lord doing nothing about it, thus morally obliged to 
compensate his laissez-faire. Of course “invoiced” hides also “loudly 
invoked   → in voiced”  pointing to Christ's shout on the cross: “Eli, Eli,
lema sabachthani” (My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? 
MT 27.46). As for “hockockles” first we pick up a  “hock ”, which is the 
moral “pawn” the Lord has to redeem; then “hot cockles” (a 
children's game in which a blindfolded player is hit by one of the 
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other players and then tries to guess which one did the hitting) 
alluding to the amount of blows HCE had to bear from anonymous 
slanderers; thus possible “hot cakes” so as to sweeten the injuries; 
and, most of all, warm “coccole” (Italian cuddles), to compensate 
the wrongs he has been victim of.

623.09:  Remember to take off your white hat, ech? When
623.10:  we come in the presence. And say hoothoothoo, ithmuthisthy!
623.11:  His is house of laws.

Of course HCE should behave according to the courtly etiquette, the
laws of the house [623.11], namely turning himself (HCE  ECH) →
into a “minuscule” subject (ech) in the presence of such a majestic 
figure (ithmuthisthy), showing what tremor and stuttering (hoot-hoot-

hoo) he (the Lord) causes and how confused and dumb (muthis   →
Latin mutus) one becomes in front of him. But, first of all, HCE 
should put aside any hint of buffoonery (take off your white hat  →the 
catchphrase of the Christie Minstrels).

An I wouldn't exclude a reference to Al Jolson, comparing his song 
“Toot, Toot, Tootsie!” 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KD_YRnuuKyY] 

to our owlish Van Hootherish “hoot-hoot-hoo”.

623.11:  And I'll drop my graciast kertssey too. If
623.12:  the Ming Tung no go bo to me homage me hamage kow bow
623.13:  tow to the Mong Tang. 



As for ALP she is ready to make show of a humble attitude as well, 
turning herself into a servile pidgin speaking (Tung / Tang  tongue) →
Chinese lady, putting aside her pride (If the Ming Tung no go bo to me 

homage) [is “go bo”  a hunch? Italian “gobbo” (hunchback)] and 
respectfully prostrating herself (kow bow tow) in front of the “Earl” as 
if he were an Emperor (Ming Tung). She would also put aside her 
transgressive “Grace O' Malley” coarseirish  style (kow bow tow   →
Giovanni Caboto, Italian explorer who sailed under British royal 
patent), her hard feelings à la Kersse the tailor, who in 322.01 and 
322.05 has been asked too to take off his white hat:

Take off thatch whitehat (lo, Kersse ... )
Tick off that whilehot, you scum of a botch, (of Kersse... )

turning all that into a “most gracious curtsey” (my graciast kertssey), 
wisely learned from Mohammed's teachings (If the mountain &tc.)

623.13:  Ceremonialness to stand lowest place
623.14:  be! Saying: What'll you take to link to light a pike on porpoise,
623.15:  plaise? 

Thus prostrated like a flat-fish (plaise  →plaice) 

before the Old Lord, as courtly manners expect (Ceremonialness to stand 

lowest place be!), would come ALP's Prankquean-like request of a due 
compensation: the conferment of a noble title with related coat of 
arm (pike on porpoise). Both pike and porpoise (  dolphin) are in fact →
heraldic symbols. The “pike” can be both a fish (lucy / luce)  or a long
spear (pike pole). I think that in our bellicose situation the pike-pole
is more fit, thus we can imagine a dolphin (  →porpoise) carrying a 
pike, which could allude to a bottlenose dolphin  finally morphing 
into a pike-nose “narwhal”



that could perhaps hint at our well known “Narwhalian Captain” 
(Narwhealian captol.  23.11). Add to it that “Pike” and “Porpoise” were 
the names of two P1 type submarines of the US navy (1933)

It wouldn't be such a big fuss  (What'll you take) for the Old Lord to 
make HCE a “luminous” (to link to light) [link: a torch formerly used 
to light a person's way through the streets ] member of the nobility.

623.15:  He might knight you an Armor elsor daub you the first
623.16:  cheap magyerstrape. Remember Bomthomanew vim vam vom
623.17:  Hungerig. Hoteform, chain and epolettes, botherbumbose. And
623.18:  I'll be your aural eyeness. 

HCE could obtain a coat of arms (  →Armor) recalling the first Lord of 
Howth, Sir Armoric (Armor) Tristram; or, no matter how low his 
condition (cheap), no matter how hungry (magyer  Hungary  → →
hungry) and “strapped” (strape) [Italian “strappato” : torn, ragged], 
he could be “whitewashed” (daub) and appointed “chief magistrate” 
(cheap magyerstrape). There is in that an open reference to 
Bartholomew Vanhomrig, the Dutch merchant who, in 1697,  had 



been appointed mayor of Dublin by King William, receiving the  SS 
Collar that was worn by the chief magistrates of the city

The distorted name “Bomthomanew vim vam vom Hungerig” cannot of 
course (and recourse) be left unnoticed. As for “vim vam vom” the 
most obvious reference is to the well known “Fie, foh, and fum” from 
Shakespeare's King Lear [III.4], which was itself a reference to a passage 
from the story of  “Jack the Giant killer”; hinting perhaps at the above 
mentioned Little Jack Horner of  622.03. 
But in our case what is important is the rest of the song, which recites 
“I smell the blood of a British man” hinting at  HCE's dubious patriotism 
and the general mood of  deception. “Bomthom” may in fact allude to King 
Lear's  “poor Tom” (a wretched bedlam under whose figure the persecuted 
Edgar disguises himself ), and to Tom Thumb, a famous character of 
English folklore. 

No bigger than a thumb (HCE's low position) he shall become a “new 
man” ( Bomthomanew   →Bomthom + anew  homme new  bonhomme → →
new). But “vim vam vom” may also allude to the nauseating situation: “vim”
(force : accusative of Latin vix); “vam” (Sanskrit → to vomit, to eject); 
“vom” (Latin “vomo” → I vomit). In conclusion: the distasteful voracious 
hunger (German “vom” → von dem → from hunger) of being promoted to 
a higher degree. The image is that of a rampart bourgeois wearing a top hat
(Hoteform → French “Haut-de-form”  Howth forme→ ), but definitely a 



“hothead” (haut  hot); the “→ chain” (SS Collar) having a suspicious 
resemblance to the nazi SS emblem; and I wouldn't exclude that 
“e+polettes” (once again “au  o”) might ignite Italian “spolette” →
(fuzes) with a following “boom” (Bom + thom) recalling Marinetti's 
futurist words in freedom “Zang Tumb Tuuumb”

the “bumbose” of “botherbumbose” triggering the bombing and   
bombace, cotton padding [bombace  Medieval Latin bombax / →
bombacem] which may allude to the padding of the two (both) 
epaulettes of the uniform, so as to make a more impressive visual 
impact, with an extra erotic touch as well, since we may detect “both
her bum and her bosom”. Note also that “bombax” gives form to 
English “bombast”, adding to the ostentatious image. And ALP -- 
who shall be witness (aural eyeness   →what she hears and what she 
sees) of the official investiture, so as to shut up any contradictory 
statement --  shall become also HCE's noble companion (royal 
highness) and his spokeswoman (aural  oral). →

Now, all that was said above turns around the institutional figure of 
the Old Lord, but, considering the erotic context that engulfs ALP's 
final monologue I wouldn't exclude a parallel reading where the 
Lord is the Phallus archetype, the prominent promontory of Howth 
being its concrete manifestation. The door which is always open 
hints at the constant and effective presence of the phallic image and 
the “newera's day  new era  Evora” is the renovated beginning of → →
the erotic battle which can have, though, tricky aspects [Serbo-



Croatian “nevera” (treachery, infidelity, unfaithfulness )].
In fact, the “Eatster  Easter” reference may allude to the wished →
resurrection of the “dead” HCE, once so eager to satisfy the phallic 
drive's  appetites, duly registered in the corresponding invoice. 
Then we see ALP looking at the tiny “ech”, uncovering his glans 
(take off your white hat // white hat  prepuce) and disconsolately →
addressing (hoothoothoo) his modest and mute majesty (ithmuthisthy). 
She herself trying to be of help, courteously bowing down for what 
looks like an oral job (kow bow tow to the Mong Tang  →mon tongue) and 
cowboy (kow bow) riding, since neither the Emperor (Ming  Latin →
ming-ere [to piss]) nor the “tongue” (Tung) seem interested in giving
her the homage (kow no link to us) she deserves (no go bo to me homage).
So, somewhat Prankquean pissed off, she throws away (lowest place 

be!) any stupid etiquette (Ceremonialness) and goes straight to the point
asking the Phallus to light up (to link to light) HCE's fish (pike) and 
having it work like an upright pike “purposefully” (porpoise) pointing 
to its target. That should be no problem (What'll you take) for the Old 
Lord! He could give HCE a cock-like “crest” (Armor) or, backup plan 
(cheap), at least make him “hungry” (magyer  magyar  Hungary  → → →
hungry), stimulating his sexual appetites, no matter how small his 
size (Bomthomanew → bomthom  →bantam   cock) and how “swift” ↔
(vim vam vom) [Bartholomew Vanhomrig   Vanessa   Swift]  his → ←
performance. The resulting image being that of the erected 
bourgeois member (hotform  top hat) with applied small chained →
(chain) cannonballs (epolettes  apple-lets  small apples), both of → →
them duly padded (botherbumbose) for more visibility.

623.18: But we vain. Plain fancies. It's in the
623.19:  castles air. My currant bread's full of sillymottocraft. Aloof is
623.20:  anoof. We can take or leave. He's reading his ruffs.

The general meaning of this last part is quite simple. ALP is aware 
that those are just wishful thinkings and they should better leave 
and go their “earthly” way since the Old Lord seems to have more 
important matters to think about, namely “his ruffs”, that is, his 
horse-racing almanac (Ruff's Guide to the Turf ). I wouldn't exclude an
ironic Joycean self-reference, the author (Old Lord) too engaged in 
reading his “rough drafts”. Rough (ruff) manners indeed, and that's 
enough for ALP (Aloof is  anoof): his “aloofness” triggering in her an 
onomatopoeic “oof ” (an oof) of annoyance.



But are we sure that ALP's “we” point to the two of them? What if it 
be a pluralis majestatis? She is telling herself to put an end to her 
vain (But we vain) efforts of resurrecting the non responding HCE. In 
fact “ruff” is also a game of cards (French Piquet) of Italian origin, 
called “ronfa”. That comes from “trionfo” (triumph   trump); but →
there is a word play with “ronfare” (to snore): “ronfa” would then 
be “he snores”. Thus a dreaming (who reads his cards/images. Who 
knows? He could even dream of receiving noble “collars”  →ruffs! Or, 
since collars are “round”, of his Viconian courses and recourses! ) 
and snoring HCE.  That might also explain ALP's use of cockney 
rhyming slang (currant bread   → loaf of bread  head→  // Aloof is anoof). 
We can in fact pick up “cock + ney”: “ney” being both “nay”, thus 
“no cock” and Marshal Ney who fought at the side of Napoleon in 
Waterloo, thus “a defeated cock”, which ALP, hélas!, has to be 
satisfied (sick!) of (We can take or leave).

XXX


